


I Get Angry Like a Tiger is about a boy dealing with the emotions of anger 
(represented by a tiger), sadness (represented by a baboon), and 
happiness (represented by a Hound Dog). He makes the decision to put 
anger and sadness away, and chooses to be happy like a Hound Dog 
instead. 
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- Love Always, Jill
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I get angry 
like a tiger.



I get sad 
like a 
baboon.



I get happy 
like a 
hound dog

and can 
jump up to 
the moon!



I get angry like a tiger,  
swing my paws and claws and shout!



I can make the growliest faces; 
I can say mean things and pout!



But it doesn’t feel good…



…to be angry, 
 like a tiger would.



I get sad like a Baboon, 
and I hang my head and frown.



I don’t play or laugh
or smile at all.

I just sit 
and mope around.



But it doesn’t feel right…
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